
CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONAND SUGGESTION  

The purpose of this chapter is to give the conclusion and suggestion. In this 

chapter, writer summarized the research and suggested some research which related 

to his topic. 

5.1 Conclusion 

In their respective song’s, Amber Liu, Tiffany Young and Jay Park used 

figurative language in order to beautify and to give an value to the lyrics and the 

meaning in a brief way. Beside of that, using of some figurative language also bring 

listener imagination to activate their senses in order to make the listener know the 

dark side of South Korea music industry. The use of figurative language in their 

respective song plays important role in beautifying both lyrics and meaning. In 

addition, it help listener to understand the story and the messages of each songs based 

on the illustration Amber Liu, Tiffany Young and Jay Park gives in their song. 

First, this research reveals that Amber, Tiffany and Jay Park has own style 

and characteristic in writing their song lyrics. Two conclusions are ultimately drawn 

to answers the research question of the study. First, Amber Liu, Tiffany Young and 

Jay Park used six kind of figurative language in their songs. There were Simile, 

Metaphor, Synecdoche, Allegory, Hyperbole and Irony. By total 36 figurative 

language, they consist 6 simile (24%), 14 Metaphor (56%), 3 synecdoche (12%), 1 



allegory (4%), and 1 irony (4%). metaphor is the highest kind of figurative language 

find in Jay Park, Tiffany young and Amber Liu Song Lyrics. Each of figurative 

language has its own literal meaning. Most of them are easy to understand, but some 

of them need deeper understanding in order to find out the meaning which is hidden 

in the figurative language. 

 Second, from the figurative language used in the song, the singers criticized 

the agency's mistreatment of the artists they support. Cooperation contracts between 

artists and agencies are usually the main problem that most often occurs. Another 

problem is the social conditions that require idols and artists to adhere to the 

standards of beauty that have been framed in electronic media such as white, tall, 

slim, and the visuals are okay, even though not all agencies have the standards as 

mentioned above. 

In the end, writer find out the use of figurative language plays important role in 

producing implied meaning and gives an aesthetic effect in the lyrics. Figurative 

language, work splendidly in forming beautiful and meaningful lyrics and apparent 

ambience that helps listener to experience by themselves and understand the implied 

meaning deeper and better. 

5.2 SUGGESTION 

This study focuses on the use of figurative language in song lyrics. The results 

suggest figurative language help listeners to get the messages of the song. The writer 



suggests to English Literature students can further study the element of figurative 

language in literary works such as novel, poetry, short story or song lyrics. In case of 

figurative language, the writer suggests to conduct more research in each of figurative 

language. For example, students can conduct some research about synecdoche or 

Allegory in literary works. Writer hopes this research can give a positive contribution 

for the readers and help the readers to have better understanding about the meaning of 

song lyrics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


